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lIntroduction – Motivation for Ps-BEC
ØMatter-antimatter asymmetry
(gravity measurement)
ØGamma-ray laser

lOur new idea to realize Ps-BEC

ØPulsed dense positron beam + SiO2 cavity
ØThermalization + laser cooling

lPs themalization measurement in cryogenic
environment
lPs laser cooling

ØDevelopment of special home-made laser system
ØPlanned to be performed at KEK-SPF
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(
Bound state of an electron
and a positron (e+)

(e-)

Positron

+

)

Electron

−

Lightest and Exotic Atom

üExotic atom with antiparticle
ØGood for exploring the mystery of antimatter
üPure leptonic system
ØExperiments and theoretical calculations can
be compared in high precision without
uncertainties of hadronic interactions.
2018/03/15
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First direct
transition
o-Ps → p-Ps

Hyperfine splitting (Eo-Ps-Ep-Ps) (planning to improve)
Previous experimental
average

QED Theory (2015)
PLB 747, 551 (2015)
PRD 92, 013010 (2015)

Phys. Rev. Lett. 34, 246 (1975)

Phys. Rev. A 15, 251 (1977)
Phys. Rev. A 27, 262 (1983)
Phys. Rev. A 30, 1331 (1984)

Phys. Lett. B 734, 338 (2014)
J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 44, 031212 (2015)

Our
New measurement
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CP violation in lepton sector
Search for asymmetry
of annihilation gammas’
directions
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Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2015, 011C01

o-Ps lifetime
Phys. Lett. B 671(2009)219

Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 083401 (2010)

CCP = 0.0013 ± 0.0021 (stat.) ± 0.0006 (sys.)
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270 µm

Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC)
Ø Almost all of atoms in a cloud
occupy a single quantum state
Ø Atoms must be dense and cold
T>Tc T~Tc T<<Tc

200 µm

-

Before release
After release
trapped byFig.double-well
expand to overlap
2. Interference pattern of two

around Tc (critical temperature) of BEC
2018/03/15
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almost completely as a
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Important feature
l BEC is “Atom laser”
l Quiet and coherent: Microscopic
quantum effect in macroscopic
such as matter-wave interference
l Breakthrough to study
microscopic world

Nobel prize
Spatial image of dense rubidium-872001

Below, the same data are shown in another representation, where the
distribution of the atoms 638
in the cloud is depicted. In the firstSCIENCE
frame z
to the left, we see the situation just before the condensation sets in,
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flight, an optical pumping beam transferred
the atoms from the F 5 1 hyperfine
state to
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the F 5 2 state. With
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and therefore
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only after
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spatial resolution.
Because
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contrast
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pumping
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was and
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into a Because
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between
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light sheet of adjustable thickness (typically
the
areof much
larger than the
100condensates
mm) and a width
a few millimeters;
observed
fringe
must have a
this pumping
beamspacing,
propagatedthey
perpendicularly degree
to the probe
light andcoherence.
parallel to the
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of spatial
long axis of the trap (39). As a result, the
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trast,
point-like
pulsed sources
show
cameratwo
by retarding
the transmitted
probe
beam byinterference
a quarter-wave with
a phase
straight
fringes;
if dplate
is the sepin the Fourier plane. Previously, the transaration
between
twoblocked
point-like
mitted probe
beam was
by a thincondensates,
then their imaging).
relative speed at any point
wire (dark-ground
Interference
condensates
in space
is d/t, between
where tthe
is the
delay between
was observed
by simultaneously
switching off the
pulsing
on
the
source
(switching
off the magnetic trap and the argon ion
trap)
and sheet.
observation.
The fringe
laser-light
The two expanding
con-period is
densates
overlapped
and were observed
by
the
de Broglie
wavelength
l associated
with
absorption
After
40 ms time-ofthe
relativeimaging.
motion
of atoms
with mass m,

B

expanding condensates observed
after 40 ms time-of-flight, for two
different powers of the argon ion
laser-light sheet (raw-data images).
The fringe periods were 20 and 15
mm, the powers were 3 and 5 mW,
and the maximum absorptions
were 90 and 50%, respectively, for
the left and right images. The fields
of view are 1.1 mm horizontally by
0.5 mm vertically. The horizontal
widths are compressed fourfold,
which enhances the effect of fringe
curvature. For the determination of
fringe spacing, the dark central
fringe on the left was excluded.
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scale (16). Stoof predicted that a coherent by 67 mm (1/e2 radii), with its long axis
condensate would form immediately (17). perpendicular to the long axes of the conSeveral groups discussed interference exper- densates. The argon ion laser beam propaiments and quantum tunneling for conden- gated nearly collinearly with the vertical
sates (18–29). If the condensate is initially probe beam. We aligned the light sheet by
in a state of well-defined atom number, its imaging the focused argon ion laser beam
order parameter, which is the macroscopic with the same camera used to image the
wave function, vanishes. However, the condensates.
quantum measurement process should still
Evaporative cooling was extended well
lead to quantum interference and “create” below the transition temperature to obtain
the phase of the condensate (20, 23–25, condensates without a discernible normal
27, 28), thus breaking the global gauge fraction. Condensates containing 5 3 106
invariance that reflects particle number sodium atoms in the F 5 1, mF 5 –1 ground
conservation (30). This is analogous to state were produced within 30 s. The presAnderson’s famous gedanken experiment, ence of the laser-light sheet neither changed
testing whether two initially separated the number of condensed atoms from our
buckets of superfluid helium would show a previous work (3) nor required a modificafixed value of the relative phase—and tion of the evaporation path; hence, probtherefore a Josephson current— once they lems with heating encountered earlier with
are connected (31).
an optically plugged magnetic trap (2) were
Arguments for and against such a fixed purely technical. In the present application,
relative phase have been given (31, 32). the argon ion laser beam was not needed to
Even if this phase exists, there has been avoid a loss process, and thus we had comsome doubt as to whether it can be directly plete freedom in the choice of laser power
measured, because it was predicted to be and focal parameters.
affected by collisions during ballistic expanThe double condensate was directly obsion (12, 26) or by phase diffusion resulting served by nondestructive phase-contrast
from the mean field of Bose condensed imaging (Fig. 1A). This technique is an
atoms (21, 25, 27, 33). Additionally, the extension of our previous work on disperphase of the condensate plays a crucial role sive imaging (4) and greatly improved the
in discussions of an atom laser, a source of signal-to-noise ratio. The probe light frecoherent matter waves (34–37).
quency was far detuned from a resonant
The phase of a condensate is the argu- transition (1.77 GHz to the red), and thus
ment of a complex number (the macroscop- absorption was negligible. Images were
ic wave function) and is not an observable. formed by photons scattered coherently in
Only the relative phase between two con- the forward direction. The phase moduladensates can be measured. Here, we report tion caused by the condensate was transon the observation of high-contrast inter- formed into an intensity modulation at the
ference between two atomic Bose condensates, which is clear evidence for coherence
Fig. 1. (A) Phase-conin such systems.
A
The experimental setup. Two Bose con- trast images of a single
densates were produced using a modifica- Bose condensate (left)
tion of our previous setup (3, 7). Sodium and double Bose condensates, taken in the
atoms were optically cooled and trapped trap. The distance beand were then transferred into a double- tween the two condenwell potential. The atoms were further sates was varied by
cooled by radio frequency (rf)–induced changing the power of
evaporation (38). The condensates were the argon ion laser-light
confined in a cloverleaf magnetic trap (3), sheet from 7 to 43 mW.
with the trapping potential determined by (B) Phase-contrast imthe axial curvature of the magnetic field B0 age of an originally dou5 94 G cm–2, the radial gradient B9 5 120 ble condensate, with
G cm–1, and the bias field B0 5 0.75 G. The the lower condensate
eliminated.
atom clouds were cigar-shaped, with the
long axis horizontal. A double-well potential was created by focusing blue-detuned
far-off-resonant laser light into the center of
the magnetic trap, generating a repulsive
optical dipole force. Because of the far detuning of the argon ion laser line at 514 nm
Figure 1: Observation of relative
BEC in
rubidium
by the atJILA
group. The
to the
sodium resonance
589 nm,
heating shows
from spontaneous
emission
was by
upper left sequence of pictures
the shadow
created
0%
negligible. This laser beam was focused into
absorption in the expanding
atomic cloud released from the trap.
a light sheet with a cross section of 12 mm

Science 275, 637 (1997)
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100%

Intensity (arbitrary units)
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1. Measure
anti-matter
gravity
AVETISSIAN,
AVETISSIAN, AND
MKRTCHIAN
PHYSICAL
REVIEW A 92, 023820 (
2. 511 keV gamma-ray
laser
by atom-interferometer
Because of the ongoing progress in physics for the produc-

g

tion and manipulation of positronium atoms, one can expect
the realization
of of
BEC
Ps atoms
the near future. The
Intensity
Psofblinks
byinchanging
latter is a very challenging project and could lead to various
path length
fundamental
applications. In particular, it is of great interest to
investigate the process of collective annihilation decay of Ps
atoms from Slow?
the BEC state, as a coherent ensemble of lasing
atoms, towards the generation of intense coherent γ rays in
the MeV domain of energies. The creation of a γ -ray laser
has been the subject of extreme interest since the realization
of the first lasers. The annihilation of electron-positron pairs
has been considered as one of the basic processes for the
intense γ -ray sources. The induced annihilation of a pair was
already considered by Dirac [32]. For the observed γ -ray
lines from the astrophysical objects, the radiation through the
spontaneous [33] and stimulated annihilation [34,35] of an
electron-positron plasma was considered. Then the ideas of Ps
BEC and subsequent annihilation in the context of a γ -ray laser
were considered in Refs. [19,36– 38]. In these papers, the lasing
gain coefficient has been obtained from the rate equations. The
latter is applicable to lasing systems with drivers (initial seed)
and resonators and cannot be extrapolated to the exponential
gain regime [39]. Meanwhile, because there are no drivers
or mirrors operable at γ -ray frequencies, one should realize
single pass lasers
operating
in 4,
the3419
so-called
Phys.
stat. sol.
(2007)self-amplified
spontaneous-emission regime. A mechanism of a γ -ray laser
at the collective annihilation of Ps atoms in a BEC state
in the self-amplified spontaneous-emission regime has been
proposed in Ref. [40]. It has been shown that at the coupling

?

• Deceleration by gravity shift
phase of Ps in different paths
• Path length 20 cm to see gravity
effects with weak-equivalent
principle
2018/03/15

203 GHz

Phys. Rev. A 92, 023820 (2015)

FIG. 1. (Color online) The energy levels of interest. The
two levels represent hyperfine splitting of the ground state of P
applied electromagnetic field drives the o-Ps =⇒ p-Ps trans
The annihilation decay of the p-Ps into two entangled photons
same helicity is shown.

• o-Ps BEC to p-Ps by 203 GHz RF
• p-Ps BEC collectively decays into
coherent 511 keV gamma-rays
we employ natural units (c = ! = 1). Since o-Ps h
p High-resolution
imaging
with x10
relatively long lifetime,
in a laboratory-based
experim
will be more suitable to obtain a Bose-Einstein condensa
shorter
wavelength
than
current
o-Ps. As
was proposed in Ref.
[7], the
use of spin-pola
positrons will eventually lead to a gas of spin-polarize
X-rays
which does not undergo the mutual spin-conversion reac
Thus, in the ensemble
of Ps atoms, rapid annihilation o
p Macroscopic
entanglement
singlet states and collisions among the various triplet subs

will cause the Ps atoms to become completely 6
pola
into a pure m = 1 triplet state. Then, to trigger two-ph
annihilation, one should induce the triplet-to-singlet trans

Conditions to realize Ps-BEC
l High density
l Low temperature
Ø For Ps, T < 10 K at
n > 1017 cm-3
Critical temperature (TC) is
very high due to Ps light
mass, but Ps annihilation
life time is
only 142 ns (o-Ps)
Necessary techniques
1. Instance (around 10 ns)
creation of dense Ps
2. Fast cooling of Ps to 10 K
in a short time of ~100 ns
2018/03/15

Goal

Ps current*

BEC phase
above the lines

* : S. Mariazzi et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 243401 (2010)
* : D. Cassidy et al. physica status solidi 4, 3419 (2007)
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New method: K. Shu et al. J. Phys. B 49, 104001 (2016)

First Step for Ps-BEC:
Create dense positrons and convert into dense Ps at once
Internal void = trap cavity
~75 nm 75 nm 75 nm

Ø 108 polarized positrons in
nanoseconds bunch at ~keV energy
Positron
Accumulator

e+

Inject into a silica (SiO2) material
with sub-µm beam waist by focusing

1700 Ps
created
n0 = 4 x 1018 cm-3
e+

Ps

Magnified view

Silica as Ps converter
~50% prob.
Ø 109 positron accumulation was achieved elsewhere. We are
studying new focusing system to achieve sub-µm beam waist.
2018/03/15
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State-of-the-art: a few µm waist → sub-µm waist for BEC
Principle of Positron focusing:
Continue this process
Focusing lens
for several stages
bunched e+ beam

Re-moderator

• Pararell
• Monochromatic Energy

N. Oshima et al. J. Appl. Phys. 103, 094916 (2008).

Problems to be solved : Space charge (beam),
Discharge, charging up, heating up (target)
→ Basic study is ongoing. Measurement of beam-density
dependence on target using bunched positron beam is important!
2018/03/15
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1

Ps

Cold Silica < 10 K

1 .

1st cooling
By collisions with cold silica cavity wall
= Thermalization process

No measurement of Ps
thermalization process in
cryogenic environment
→ We have measured it
for the first time.

2018/03/15
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Pick-off 2γ annihilation
• A positron in Ps and
an electron in silica
by collisions
• 511 keV
mono energy

ee+
e-

Silica aerogel particle
o-Ps

Velocity v

Pick-off annihilation rate l2∝n sv
n: Density of electrons in silica particle
s: Cross section of Pick-off annihilation
→ By measuring l2 vs Ps life, emperature
evolution of Ps can be measured
2018/03/15

e+e

o-Ps

3γ self annihilation
• Both a positron
and an electron
are in Ps
• 0 ~ 511 keV
continuous
energy spectrum
11

22Na

e+

Ps

Cold stage

radioisotope

Thin (0.1 mm)
plastic scintillator
LaBr3(Ce)
Scintillator
Vac. Fast decay constant : 20 ns
Good energy resolution :
4% at 511 keV (FWHM)

Silica aerogel : porous material made by silica
to trap and thermalize Ps
Density: 0.11 g cm-3 → Mean free path L = 38 nm
2018/03/15
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LaBr3
scintillator

GM 4K cryocooler
γ

Heater:
Tunable in
25 ~ 295 K

Silica aerogel holder

Bulk of Silica
aerogel
(0.11 g cm-3)
Springs to ensure
thermal coupling

e-

22Na

e+

Ps

γ

SEM image of used silica aerogel
l Ps formed inside pores are cooled
by collisions with pore walls.
l Ps temperature can be estimated
by pick-off annihilation rate.
13
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Counts (arb.)

2

2 g

/ /

g

Less Pick-off by further
cooling of Ps in lower
0.02 temperature

0.015
0.01
0.005
0

Decay from self 3g
annihilation
l3 is constant
(7.04 µm-1)

350

400

450

30 - 600 ns from Ps formation
2018/03/15

/

295 K
210 K
130 K
25 K
Decays from
temperaturedependent
Pick-off 2g
annihilation
l2

500
550
Energy (keV)
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Pick-off 2g : 511 keV peak
Self 3g
: Continuous
• Define energy regions
to enhance each
annihilation event

Data

Geant4
Total

60000
40000

Geant4 self

20000

Geant4
Pick-off

• Detection efficiencies and
contamination fractions are
estimated by Geant4 Monte
Carlo simulation.
2018/03/15

2g Pick-off region

3g self region
Counts (/2keV)

• Use difference between
energy spectra of Pickoff 2g/Self 3g

0

350

400

450

500
550
Energy (keV)

Recorded energy spectrum
(Ps life 30 - 300 ns)
Accidental events are
subtracted using energy
spectrum in 1200 - 1500 ns
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Thermalization curves of Ps in
various silica temperature
Preliminary

0

.1

Conversion from pick-off rate to
temperature by RTE model.
(T. L. Dull et al., J. Phys. Chem. B
105, 4657 (2001).)

Fitted by the elasticscattering model (Y. Nagashima
et al., PRA 52, 258 (1995)) with
energy-dependent
M (silica effective mass)
!"
!#

l Thermalization into cryogenic
temperature was clearly observed

2018/03/15
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!" = 10.6 u
Preliminary !( = 3.3 u eV
!* = 0.73 u eV2
, * /ndf = 152/130

l Consistent with older experiments at high temperatures.
l Thermalization can cool Ps down to 100 K, but not enough
for Ps-BEC.
Next cooling: Laser cooling down to 10 K.
2018/03/15
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-2
22 .
22 .
2nd cooling
Irradiate 243 nm UV laser to cool
Ps down to 10 K
Use 1S-2P transitions

Ps

Silica is transparent in UV

243 nm UV laser

2018/03/15
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T (K)

Ps

MC simulation
2nd step
Irradiate 243 nm UV laser to cool
Ps down to 10 K
Silica is transparent in UV

Preliminary
243 nm UV laser
TIME (ns)
2018/03/15
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T (K)

Ps

MC simulation
2nd step
Irradiate 243 nm UV laser to cool
Ps down to 10 K

Below TC
ØPs-BEC
Silica is transparent
in UV possible
Preliminary
243 nm UV laser

TIME (ns)
2018/03/15
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First laser cooling of Ps (antimatter systems)
For Ps (light, short lifetime), several special features are necessary

Laser intensity
(arb.)
Intensity (Arb.)

Ø Cooling of Ps takes around 300 ns
(~ Ps lifetime when 1S-2P transitions are saturated)
e+ injection
& Ps conversion
1
0.8

Cool Ps for 300 ns

0.6
0.4

Pulse width

0.2
0
−200

0

200

400
600
Time (ns)

Time (ns)

2018/03/15
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Ø Doppler effect is large due to Ps light mass, so laser linewidth
must cover the wide Doppler width.

Arb.

Arb.

Resonant
At 300 K

Wide

Cooling laser
should cover this
wide linewidth

Also Wide
×103

0

2018/03/15

50

100

150
200
Ps velocity (m/s)

243

243.05
243.1
243.15
243.2
Resonant wavelenth of laser (nm)
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Ø Resonant wavelength shifts as Ps atoms get cold.
Fast frequency chirp of pulsed laser has never been achieved
Arb.

Arb.

Resonant
At 50 K
Largely shift by
cooling

Laser wavelength
should be also shifted
according to cooling

At 300 K
×103
0

2018/03/15

50

100

150
200
Ps velocity (m/s)

243

243.05
243.1
243.15
243.2
Resonant wavelength of laser (nm)
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Ps cooling laser

Common laser

Time duration

300 ns

CW or Pulse with 10ns or 100 fs

Linewidth

28 pm

< 2 pm or > 10 nm

Wavelength shift

12 pm in 300 ns

No example in my knowledge

l Even though laser optics are deeply developed, many features
required for Ps cooling are special.
l New design has been considered by combining sophisticated
state-of-the-art optics technologies

2018/03/15
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Ti:Sapphire(1)

EOM

Ti:Sapphire(2)

729 nm
365 nm
2018/03/15

243 nm
40µJ
25
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Ti:Sapphire(1)

EOM

Ti:Sapphire(2)

729 nm
365 nm
2018/03/15

243 nm
40µJ
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• Cavity length = 3.8 m long.
• Only 1.4% round-trip loss.
• Wavelength-selective mirror
makes 729 nm lights resonate.

Piezo controls
cavity length

PD VOLTAGE (V)

2
8.7μJ/pulse

2 μs

Acrylic box to suppress
disturbance
90cm

729 nm
pulses
Seeding
light

Coupler

2018/03/15

532 nm
pumping laser

Ti:Sapphire crystal
27
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• Highest intensity (5x107 slow e+/s)
• Variable energy (0.1-35 keV)
Samples and detectors are
electrically grounded.

Slow-positron
production unit

Slow
+
(G N e b e a m
D)
l

(Ps Cooling)

ine
(Ps-TOF)

LINA
(5 0 C
Me
V,

600

W)
(TRHEPD)
(LEPD)

2018/03/15
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g
g-ray detectors
LaBr3(Ce) / Plastic
scintillators + PMT

Nd:YAG laser
(not yet in
operation)

Slow e + bea
m

Silica targets
inside
2018/03/15

Beam test
@KEK-SPF
(6-9/3)

-

SSPALS
(Single-Shot Positron
Annihilation Lifetime
Spectroscopy) data obtained
by LaBr3(Ce) scintillator
Ee+ = 5 keV, 16 ns pulse

Long-life component has been
observed in silica aerogel.
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l Ps-BEC is a good candidate for the first BEC with antimatter, which
has a rich potentials on both fundamental and application physics
l A new method has been proposed using dense positrons and
cooling by the thermalization process and laser cooling.
l Developments of creating dense, focused positrons is under study.
l Ps Thermaliztion process in cryogenic environment has been
measured for the first time. The result indicates that it is efficient
enough to realize BEC if it is combined with laser cooling.
l Cooling laser for Ps requires very special optics, so new system is
currently under development. Prototype long pulse mode is
confirmed to be possible.
l We plan to perform Ps laser cooling firstly at KEK-SPF within 2
years and then go to BEC!
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